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Abstract 

A NEW CYCLE FOR ENERGY SAVING OF LiBr 

DOUBLE EFFECT ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION 

Yi-Hui Mao 

Shanghai Institute of Mechanical Engineering 
Jun Gong Road 516 

Shanghai 2000093, CHINA 

Recently the LiBr absorption refrigerating machine has rapidly developed in China. In this paper a new cycle of LiBr double effect absorption refrigerating machine - the series parallel compound cycle was presented and discussed. It has the advantages of higher c.O.P. up to 10% in comparison with the parallel cycle. At the same time, in the parallel cycle greater pressure difference exists between the strong solution of the high-stage and low-stage generators and direct mixture will cause unnecessary energy losses. This can be avoided for the series parallel compound cycle. 

To use the available sensible heat of steam condensation to the fullest extent, the arrangement and position of the condensation heat exchanger in the system was also discussed in detail. 

The new system was adopted for the SXZ-50 LiBr double effect absorption refrigerating machine, which is now is operation and good results have been achieved. According to the ogerating tests, its chilled water leaving temperature is equal to 7 C; cooling water entering temperature, 32°C; and the pressure of working steam, 5.88 Bar (gauge), which, as operating conditions, are much worse than that of some machines operated at higher pressure of 8 Bar (gauge) or at higher chilled water leaving temperature of 10-13°c, but the working steam consumption rate achieves 1.26 Kg/Kw. Its cooling water flow rate is 0.28 M3jKw. Because SXZ-50 machine adopts a new cycle, its c.o.P. is raised by 10%; at the same time, the steam condensation heat is fully made use of. Therefore, comparing with other machines, although SXZ-50 is operating under much worse conditions, but still its unit steam consumption rate and other related data are in comparatively better levels. 

UN NOUVEAU CYCLE POUR ECONOMISER L'ENERGIE: DANS LE RE:FROIDISSEMENT PAR ABSORPTION A DOUBLE EFFET AU LiBr 

RESUME : La machine frigorifique a absorptlon au LiBr a Connu recernment en Chine un developpement rapide. Ce rapport presente et examine un nouveau cycle, compose en serie et paral.lele, pour machine frigori£ique a absorption a double effet au LiBr. Il presente l'avantage d'un COP jusqu'a 10 % superieur a celui d'un cycle en parallele. En meme temps, dans le cycle err parallele, il cxiste une plus grande difference de pression entre la solution riche de l'etage haute pression et les generateurs basse pression et le melange dlrect provoque des pertes d'energie inutiles. on peut l 'eviter avec le cycle compose en serie et parallele. 

Pour utiliser au maximum la chaleur sensible disponible de la condensation de vapeur, on a aussi examine en detail la disposition et l'emplacement dans le systeme de l'echangeur de chaleur pour la condensation. 

Le nouveau systeme a ete adopte pour la machine frigorifigue SXZ-50 ~ absorption l double effet au LiBr, qUl est maintenant en service et qui fournit de bons resultats. D'apres les essais de fonctionnement, la temperature de sortie de l'eau refroidie est de 7"C ; la temperature d'entree de l'eau de refroidissement est de 32°C · et la pression de la vapeur active de 5,88 bars (effective), conditions 
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de fonctionnement bien plus mauvaises que celles des machines fonc

tionnant a une pression superieure, 8 bars (effec~ive), ou delivrant 

de l'eau froide a une temperature superieure de 10 a l3°C, mais la 

consommation specifique de la vapeur act~ve est de 1,26 kg/kWh. Son 

debit d'eau de refroidissement est de 0,28 m3/kWh. Le COP de lama

chine SXZ-50 est, selon le nouveau cycle, augmente de 10 % ; en meme 

temps, la chaleur de condensation de la vapeur est entierement utili

see. Done, si l'on compare avec les autres machines, bien que la 

machine SXZ-50 fonctionne dans des conditions nettement plus severes, 

son taux un~taire de consommation de vapeur et autres valeurs asso

ciees sont a des niveaux relativement meilleurs. 
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1. INTRODUCT10N 

LjHr double eff<~~t alJsorpt:ion refr1geraring mach"inP- jH a machine of h·igh effi
ciency wbos£~ C.O.P. is about. 1.5- 2 bmcs of the si.ngle effetl maC"hine from which 
it was developed. A series of standard machines of hoth sincle and double effect 
have beell prorluc.ccl in Arneri.c3 end Jropan. At the same time, thE' LiBr absorption refri
)JE:>rRling machi.ne has olso a n'!pid c.kvclopment in Chinw and finds '".ide usE.'S i.n re
cent yHars. Hence il is very important to inrprove the l)er·forrnance of the machine. 
IIJ designjng a double effect absorption refrigerating machine of hjgher performance, 
the selection of cycle is vPry essential and important. A new cycle of LiBr double 
effect ftbsorption refri~eratian of higher c.o.r. was presented in this paper. 

2. SERIES PARALLEL C:0~1POUND CYCLE 

The available cycle of Lil3J: double effect machine~ used in different countries 
can be divided into two types: the series cycle ( Fig.la ) and the parallel cycle 
( Fig.lb ) . In the cas" of series cyc:Je all the weak solution flows i.nto the high
stage generator anrl chen into the low-sta,;e generator. It has the advantage of easy 
to control and reliable operat.ion. But the solution ci.tr.ulation ratio js higher. 
The hjgh-stage gener<ttor has a higher heat load. Besides, lhe temperature of refri-

2 2 2 

a. Series cycle b. Parallel cycle c. Series parallel 
compound cycle 

!-Absorber, 2-LOI<-stage generator, 
1;-IIcgh t:emperatur·e heat exchanger, 
6- Ejector, ?-Solution pump, 

3-High-stage generator, 
5-Low te;fJerature heat exclMnger, 
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gerant vapour in the low-stage generator is low and the solution concentration is 

high. The low-stage generator or high temperature heat exchanger has a larger heat 

transfer surface area. In the parallel cycle the weak solution fl<lws into both the 

high-stage and low-stage generator simultaneously. The solution circulation ratio 

reduces while the C.O.P. rises. But the two parts of solution flow should be con

trolled in a definite ratio. Besides, the higher pressu<e of stron3 solution at 

high temperature heat exchanger and the mixture with the ex1.t solut.ion of low-stage 

generator complicates the control and operation of the mac:hine. 

The new cycle presented in the paper is a combination o[ series and parallel 

cycle ( Fig.lc ) to overcome the disadvantages of both cycles mentioned above. Its 

C.O.P. is higher than that of parallel cycle. 

The weak soh1tion from the absorber passes through the low temperature heat ex

changer and then one part of them flows into the low-stage generator while another 

part flows Into the high-stage generator through the high temperature heat exchanger. 

'l'he generating strong solution passes th,ough high temperature exchanger to reduce 

its temperature and th<>n flows into the low-stage generator too. At this time, a 

part of refrigerant vapour is flashed. The remaining solution is mixed with the 

strong solution of low-stage generator, and after reducing its temperature in the 

low temperature heat exchanger returns to the absorber. 

3. C.O.P. 

In this cycle a part of refrigerant vapour is rec~ived by the flashing of the 

strong solution in the low-stage gener-ator. The gene<ating amounts of refrigerant 

vapour in low- and high-stage generators are sn1aller than the total refrigerant 

ci.rculation rate o£ the machine, and the circulation ratio is lower than that in 

parallel cycle. Thus the high-stage generatoJ;- has a low heat load. It results "in 

a higher C.O.P. than that of a parallel cycle. 

The refrigerant circ\Jla tion ratio in high- and low-stage generators should be 

where qgl -- specific heat loacl of low-stage generator, 

h"-h -- enthalpy difference of refrigerunt vapour and condensate in high~stage 

generator. 
For the parallel cycle, the total. amount of refri3<erant ci.rc\Ilat.ion rate is 

so the refrigerant circulatlon rnte for hj2h-stage generator is 

D 

D 
l + l. 05 

For th~ serles parallel compound cycl~ 

* D - D 
* D - D 

qgl 
l + 1. 0 5 ----==-----

where n*- the £18shinB refriger8nL v~IJOUr ratP of atrong solution of Lhe high-stag~ 
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Qgll ~ DH qgH 

Qo 
C.O.P. ~ QgH 

The~ following is a comparisotJ made of the principle cycle for paJCallel and series parallel compound under the same design condi.tions and parameters, the same heat r<Ocovery tcmperalure of solution ""d heat transfer surface area, which has a unnegligi.ble influence to C.O.P .. 

The calculat.ing results for the parallel and series paralJ el compound cycles arc given in Table 1, while the operating steam pressure is equal to 5.88 Bar(gauge); cooling water entering temperaLure, 32°C; chilled water leP.lving temperature, 7°C; condensing Lemperature, 40°C; evaporating temperature, 5°C; and temperature of strong solution before flashing, 95"C. 

Table 1 

T"rm 

Refrigerating c:apac_i ty (KW) 

Low-stage ger1erator (KW) 

"d High temp. heat exchanger (KW) 

"' D High-stage generator (KW) ,_, 
Low temp. heaL 10xchanger (KW) 

~ Condenser (!Ovl QJ 
0:: 

Absor-her (KW) 

:;o QJ High-stage generator weal<.sol. (Kg/h) 
0'"' 

'""' "' Low-stage generator weak sol. (Kg/h) .... "' 
C.O.P. 

Total h10at transfer 2 surfac:e area (m ) 

The figures in brackets are the 
C .0 .P., when thG temperature of snong 
soluhon before flashing ;,s l10"C. 

As c:an be seen frt>m this table, 
the heat load of all the comvonents 
for series parallel compound cycle 
are lower than Lhat of the parallel 
cycle ex~ept the condenser. But the 
C.O.P. rises from 1.179 to 1.216, 
i.e. about 3%. When the temperature 
of strong solulion before flashing 
is l""ising, th)s figure will be fur-
theJC enlarged (see F;g.2). General
ly, the temper,ture of strong solu
ti.on before flashing in the opera
ting machine is about. llCi"C. Thus 
the C.O.P. is raised about 10%. 

Series palCallel Parallel cycle compound cyc:l" 

580 580 

319.82 329.6 
224.57 331.43 
477.16 491.75 
237.39 244.65 
312.39 303.03 
71;4. 78 768.71 

7705.93 7941.44 
5594.58 5765.53 ) 

1.216 (1.17) 1.179 (1.055) 
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291.64 297.22 

J.:.o 

"-: 1.15 
0 

u /,/0 

t.o! 

'if ,,.,. 
1/0 

Solution temp. before flash.ing 'C 

!-Series parallel compound cycle 
2-Parallel eye] e 

Fig.2 



4. THE COLLECTION OF TWO PART SOLUTION 

In the parallel cycle, greater pressure difference exists between the stJCong 

solution of the high-stage and low-stage generator-s and direct mixtuJCe will cause 

unnecessary energy losses. This can be avoided for- the series parallel compound cy

cle. In the series parallel compound cycle only one ejector is needed instead of an 

absorber pump. The new system is shown in Fig.3. 

Attention must paid to the new cycle, that is, the panuneter of the solution 

after flashing should approach as much as pcssible to the generated solution of low

stage generator; also, the low-stage generatoJC should have enough space for flashing 

to separate the vapour and liquid sufficiently. 

Fig.3 

1-Condenser, 
2-Low-stage generator, 
3-Evaporator, 
4-Absorber, 
5-High-stage generator, 
6-High temperature heat exchanger, 

?-Low-temperatur-e heat exchanger, 

8-Condensate heat exchanger, 

9-Subcoaler, 
10-Solution pump, 
11-Solution pump, 
12-Refrigerant pump, 
13- Ejec:tor, 

S.THE AVATLABILITY OF S8NSIBLR HEAT OF STEAM CONDENSATE 

In LiB,- double effect absoqJtion rehigerating mac:hine, the temperature of the 

condensate is high. Its sensible heat should be used when the steam piping system is 

allowed. For the compound cyde, when the flashing temperature is higher, the con

densate sensible heat can be used to minimize the ho:at load of high-stage generator 

and further reduce the steam consumption rate. Because the temperature of weak so

lution at the inlet of high-stage gener-ator is often relatively low, thus the sen

sible heat of the condensate can be adequately used to raise the temperature of the 

weak solution c:ausing the condensate leaving temperature to be lower. 

The degree of condensate leaving temperature reduction depends upon the posi

tion of the condensate heat exchanger in the system. The dotted block I in Fig.3 in

dicate the position where the condensate heat exchangers are usu.ally located in some 

series cycle machines. In parallel cycle machines, the condensate heat exchangers 

are often located between the low tempe,ature heat exchanger and low-stage gene,ato,, 

as indicated by the dotted block II in Fig.3. Thus the r-atio of heat transfer sur

faces of high and low temper-ature heat exchangers can be imp0ow•d ard the condensate 

leaving temperature is lower than that in the <:ase of dotted block I. But in both 

systems mentioned above, the <:ondensate heat exchangers are arranged tandem and 

their condensate leaving temperatures cannot be sufficiently lowered. The condensate 

leavi,ng temperature of practically operating machines is in the range of 95 - nocc 
for the former case; for the later case the minimum temperature is 87°C. In the new 

system the condensate heat exchangers are parallelly arranged(see F.i.g.3). Thus the 

condensate leaving temperature can be greatJy reduced. According to the operating 

data of machine (model SXZ-50) it is as low as 77°C. 
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6. CUNCLIIS I i!N 

Tl"' new sysLen1 wm. adupLo·cl for the SXi.:-50 Libr double effec L absnr~L.ion rc;fri.
gen::l.t·i ng nH:~cl1 inG CHld good rcsul ts. hav-e be-en achieved. According to the operating 
lcsts, "its chi.llerl wfl.ter leav.ing temperature is e(JIJ<3..l to 7°C; the cooling w~-lter entering Hon~poratur.,, 32°C; and the pressurP of \-lnrking steam, 5.88 Bar(g<'uge), which, as operating condi.tion, are much wo<se than that of some machines operated aL higher pr•ssure of 8 Bar(gauge) or at higher chilled water leaving temperature of 10-13°C. But tl" workin§ stear;J coHsur~ption nete achieves 1.26 Kg/Kw. Its cooling water flow r1lte is 0.28 M /Kw, llE'cause SX/-50 machine adopts a new cycle, its C.O.P. is raised by 10%; at the same time, the steam condensate sensible heat it:. fully made use of. Tl1erefore, comparing with ot.her machines, although SXZ-50 is operating under much wor5c cond.tt.ionst buL still :i.ts unit .steam consumption rate ancl other related duta arc ir1 comparatively bette~ level~ 
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